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ABSTRACT
Enhanced sampling method for free energy calculation
and large scale conformational change

by
Cheng Zhang

A method of directly computing the partition function (or the corresponding free energy) and
accelerating configurational sampling is developed. In an expanded ensemble, the method
can quickly sample a broad distribution and yield accurate results for the partition function.
The method is shown to be efficient and accurate in studying thermodynamic properties,
searching low-energy configurations of difficult molecular systems and counting solutions of
puzzles.
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I. Introduction
In this thesis, a novel computational method is presented for directly calculating the
partition function. Using a generalized ensemble, the method delivers an enhanced sampling
on a large phase space as well as a fast convergence of the partition function. Due to its
generality and efficiency, the method is successfully applied to a wide range of problems,
e.g., calculating free energy of physical or chemical systems, searching for low-energy
configurations of coarse-grained model proteins and counting solutions of puzzles.
The thesis is organized as the following. The rest of the chapter provides a brief
overview of the background information. In Chapter II, we focus on a description of the
method in its basic form. Some applications in thermodynamic systems follow in the
Chapter III. An especially intriguing application to counting solutions for ./V-queens
problems and Latin squares are given in Chapter IV. In Chapter V, a theory is proposed to
study the convergence of the method. Finally, we compare the method with the replica
exchange method in their performance of enhancing configurational sampling.

A. Partition function
In statistical mechanics, the partition function plays the role of defining a statistical
ensemble. For example, in the canonical ensemble, the partition function Z(N, V, T) is
defined as a function of the number of particles TV, the volume V, and the temperature T

Z(tf,V,r) = 2>p(-;SE x ),

(1)

X

where Ex is the energy of microscopic state X, and fi-\lkBT is the reciprocal temperature
(with kB is the Boltzmann constant).
Since the partition function sums over every microscopic configuration X with a
weight exp(-/3Ex), it can be used to derive all macroscopic properties of the system. For
example, the average energy can be expressed as the derivative of the natural logarithm of
the partition function In Z

£Xexp(-^£x)
(E) = -^
^ I 2>xp(-/?£ x )

=-^M.
djB

(2a)

x

Similarly, the heat capacity is related to second order derivative of In Z

v

dT

B

d/31

More generally, if the exponential factor J3E has an implicit or explicit dependence on a
variable A (which can be N, V, T or other variables), the derivative 3 In Z / dA gives the
corresponding thermal conjugate.
The partition function itself corresponds to the free energy in thermodynamics. For
example, in the case of the canonical ensemble, the corresponding free energy is the
Helmholtz free energy F - - In Z / (5.
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B. Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations
Computer simulations can be used to study statistical properties of a system.
Generally, two classes of methods are commonly used.
The first one is the Monte Carlo (MC) method. Here the objective is to populate a
desired distribution in the given ensemble though a Markov chain of states. In the most basic
form, i.e., the Metropolis algorithm [1], one starts from an arbitrary configuration of the
system, and keeps proposing random modifications of the current configuration, and using
the following probability
Ace = min{l, exp(-y5A£')},
to accept the changed configuration (if the proposal is rejected, the old configuration is
retained). Here AE is the change of energy involved in changing the configuration, and /?
is the reciprocal temperature. Such a process leads to a chain of states that ultimately recover
the desired distribution [in the above case, it is the canonical distribution
p(X) = exp{-/3Ex )IZ(j3) ]. An excellent introduction to the Monte Carlo method can be
found in Ref. [2].
The other approach is the molecular dynamics (MD) method, which is basically a
direct integration of the Newton's second equation

dx/dt = \
d\ldt = F/m
Unlike the Monte Carlo method, the molecular dynamics method is deterministic in nature
and can be also used to calculate dynamics properties of a system. Although the Newton's
equation aims at a microcanonical ensemble instead of a canonical ensemble, there are efforts
in modifying the equation of motion to yield the desired canonical distribution [3-5].

4

From the trajectory generated from the above methods, one can calculate average
properties, such as the average energy (#) or the heat capacity C = (AE2)/T2.

However,

the partition function or the free energy itself cannot be directly calculated by performing a
regular average at a canonical ensemble. Therefore the usual computer simulation methods
cannot be used to calculate the free energy.

C. Calculating the partition function from the density of states
An indirect approach of conducting sampling is to calculate the density of state g(E)
first, then compute the partition function through a Laplace transform as
Z(J3) = ]g(E)exp(r/3E)dE,

(3)

o
where we assumed that the energy of the ground state(s) is 0. The density of states g(E) dE
gives the number of microscopic configurations with its energy being within the interval (E,
E + dE). In such an approach, one first construct an expanded ensemble with each
microscopic state weighted by a factor l/g(E), instead of the usual Boltzmann factor
exp(-/3E). In this ensemble, all energy intervals receive (statistically) equal number of
visits and a flat energy histogram is reached. These methods include the multicanonical
ensemble method [6-9], the entropic sampling method [10], the density of states method [11,
12], and the statistical temperature method [13, 14]. Such an approach usually works well
on a smooth energy landscape. However for a complex system, the energy landscape
becomes extremely rugged at the low energy end and the density of states is hard to calculate
accurately (in such a case, even the ground state energy is difficult to estimate until the
ground state is reached), this approach becomes inefficient.

5

D. Directly calculating the partition function
In the method presented here, we follow a different approach, that is, to directly
calculate the partition function as a function of a macroscopic variable, e.g., N, V, or T. In
this case, the flat energy histogram technique can be applied to any of the macroscopic
variables. As one does not know the partition function in advance, the partition function is
continuously updated throughout simulation until convergence. In this way, the method can
handle a broader range of applications than other methods based on the density of states [1114]. Techniques such as cluster algorithms or molecular dynamics can be incorporated.
Further, as the partition function is smoother than the density of states, less sampling points
are needed. In addition, it is easier both to reach convergence and to explore a rugged energy
landscape of a complex system.
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II. Method
A. Case study in the temperature space
To avoid unnecessary abstraction, we first demonstrate the method in a special case,
where the objective is to compute the partition function as a function of the temperature T (or
equivalently )3 = l/kgT).

For numerical convenience, the temperature here is treated a

discrete variable, i.e., the partition function is calculated at a few predefined values fii 's.
Before simulation, the sampling temperatures j3t are distributed over the temperature range
of interest. Each sampling temperature is associated with an estimated partition function
Z ( ^ ) . Initially, the values Z(/?.) 's are uniformly set to 1.0. Since we usually have no
information about the actual partition function, the objective is to converge Z ( $ ) 's to the
actual values Z(/?f) 's throughout the simulation.
Since we wish to compute the partition function at multiple temperatures, the
simulation cannot be limited to a single temperature. Therefore, the temperature is now
treated as a random variable and random transitions between different f3t 's are incorporated
into the simulation.
To couple sampling in the configurational space with that in the temperature space,
we introduce two kinds of MC moves: energy moves under a fixed temperature and
temperature moves under a fixed energy. The two moves can be thought as an extended MC
move. Before such an extended MC step, we use a fixed probability to determine which kind
of move the system takes. If the energy move is chosen, the Metropolis algorithm is used to
generate a configurational change at the current temperature j8t. If the temperature move is

chosen, another temperature /? ; is randomly chosen from the predefined sampling
temperatures, and the following acceptance probability is used to accept the move,
A

,*

^

• fi e x p ( - ^ . g ) / Z ( ^ ) |

Acc(# -»/?..) = min^ 1,

-

~

}•.

(4)

1 exp(-/?,.£)/Z(A) j
Here £ is the current energy; Z(/?,) and Z(/?y) are the estimated partition function at
temperature $ and J3j, respectively.
Such an acceptance probability is designed to follow the detailed balance condition
p{fit, E) Acc(# -> ft) = />(/?,, £) Acc(/?, - > # ) , .
where pifi^E) ~ exp(-/3).2s)/Z($) is the probability distribution for a state with energy E
to be in the temperature fit. The ratio of overall frequencies of visiting fii and Pj (denoted
hi and hj by respectively) is given by summing over all configurations

h,_'£l'ifi<-E*)_Z(fi,)/Z(0,)
x

The overall frequencies correspond to the number of visits to J3t and fij . If the estimated
the partition function is exact, the right hand side gives unity, and thus one can expect that
ht = hj, or the overall visits to ft. and /?. are the same. Since this argument applies to any
pair of temperatures, we expect a uniform distribution of visits to different temperatures at
the end of simulation.
Since we do not know the exact partition function a priori, the estimated values
should be systematically modified throughout the simulation. After each MC step, the
estimated partition at current temperature is added by a modification factor a > 0 as,

8

l n Z ( # ) - > l n Z ( # ) + ar.

(6)

As we shall see in Sec. V, by repeating the simply updating procedure for a fixed a,
a convergence of the estimated partition function can be reached with an error roughly
proportional to 4oc. The error is due to that the acceptance probability is constantly
modified, and the detailed balance is no longer preserved. Since the error is larger in a stage
with a larger a, we should gradually decrease the magnitude of a in order to improve the
accuracy of the estimated partition function. In practice, the whole simulation is separated
into several stages, each marked by a different value of a . On passing from one stage to the
next one, a is reduced to a I n. For convenience, we use n =

so that a is decreased by

an order of magnitude every two stages.
Note, due the use of a , the acceptance probability Eq. (4) changes after every Monte
Carlo step. And the detailed balance is no longer satisfied. However, at the end, a is
reduced to a tiny number such that the violation of detailed balance is negligible.
For each a stage, if the simulation runs sufficiently long, each temperature on
average receives equal number of visits, i.e., a flat temperature histogram can be achieved
(the proof will be given in Sec V). Here the term "temperature histogram" refers to the
number of visits to each discrete temperature instead of an interval. The simulation is
allowed to enter the next a stage when the histogram fluctuation goes below a cutoff
percentage. An alternative approach is to fix the number of simulation steps by CI4a

for

stage a, where the constant C can be estimated from a few initial a stages. The second
approach ensures a better convergence.

B. Using the recursion with a non-uniform weight
In some circumstances a flat histogram is not the best choice. For example, for a
system with a phase transition, the correlation time is much longer at the transition
temperature than at any other temperatures. Therefore to enhance the random walk in the
whole temperature range, temperatures around the transition temperature deserve higher
statistical weights.
We now consider a variation of the updating scheme that allows the system to visit
temperatures with non-uniform weights w(j3). To achieve this, the estimated partition
function Z(/?) in the acceptance probability Eq. (4) is replaced by Z(j3)/w(/3)

Acc(/?. ->/? J ) = min

i

&y(-0JE)w(J3J)/Z(0J)
' exp(-#2<)w(/?.)/Z(#)

(7)

whereas the updating scheme Eq. (6) is changed to
l n Z ( # . ) - + l n Z ( # ) + ar/w(#).
In the modified scheme, the number of visits to different temperatures are expected to
converge to a non-uniform distribution w(/3). We thus need a different condition to test the
convergence in each a stage. A simple way is to construct a modulated temperature
histogram h*(fi), which is defined as the number of visits to temperature /3 divided by
w(j3). The flatness of the modulated temperature histogram can be used to determine when
to stop an a stage. Besides, one can also fix the number of simulation steps by CI 4a .
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C. Sampling in the volume space
One can use a macroscopic variable other than the temperature as the sampling
variable. In the following case, we shall assume that the volume is the sampling variable,
while the temperature and particle number are held constant during the simulation.
A volume move is equivalent to a scale change of the system. Therefore it is
convenient to work in a unit box and adopt the reduced coordinates, s -rl^jV

. The partition

function is factorized to the ideal gas part and a potential part, i.e.,
7 =7 7
where

z„lg =

(mkBT

• 3AT/2

m

Z p o t ( V ) ^ {^r* exp[-j3U(rN)]=

jdsN exp[-/3U(sN ;V)],

with h being the Planck's constant. Since the ideal gas part is analytically solved, we only
need to compute the potential part of the partition function Zpot (instead of Z itself). The
acceptance probability for a volume change is
A a,
i^
• Ji e x p [ - / ^ ( s ^ y , ) ] / Z p o t ( y y )
Acc(V; —> V,) ~ m n 1,
£
—
expHfftfCs'jV^/Z^CV;)
After the simulation, the Helmholtz free energy is obtained through F = Fig - In Zpot / / ? .
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III. Applications in thermodynamics
A. Ising model
The method was first tested on 256x256 Ising model. A wide temperature range,
T e [0,8], was used in a single simulation. The temperature spacing for an efficient
simulation should be inversely related to the heat capacity. This is because at the transition
temperature (where the heat capacity diverges) the correlation time is much longer.
Therefore more simulation effort should be spent there to equilibrate the whole system. For
this large system, sampling temperatures were distributed based on the roughly estimated
heat capacity (e.g., that from simulation of a smaller system). Accordingly, the entire
temperature range was partitioned into 13 subranges. Sampling temperatures were evenly
distributed within each subrange, but the temperature increments are different in different
subranges. The temperature subranges and their increments were (0.1, 1.0 | 0.1), (1.0, 1.8 |
0.04), (1.8, 2.0 | 0.02), (2.0, 2.2 | 0.005), (2.2, 2.25 | 0.0025), (2.25, 2.3 | 0.002), (2.3, 2.35 |
0.005), (2.35, 2.5 | 0.01), (2.5, 2.7 | 0.02), (2.7, 3.6 | 0.05), (3.6, 5.0 | 0.07), (5.0, 6.0 | 0.1),
(6.0, 8.0 | 0.2), where the notation for a subrange reads as (beginning temperature, ending
temperature | increment). Totally, we used 218 sampling temperatures. Each time the
probability of choosing temperature move over energy move was 0.1%. (This number should
be larger for smaller systems.) The modification factor a was decreased from 1.0 to 10~9,
the number of MC steps for stage a was 100/yfa sweeps, so the whole simulation took
7.2 x 106 sweeps. Thermodynamic quantities at temperatures other than the sampled ones
can be calculated using multiple histogram method [15, 16]. Histograms from the last a
stage were used. The exact results of the Ising model were also calculated using the method
in reference [17]. The relative errors of the partition function, the energy, the entropy, and
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the heat capacity were no larger than 0.00064%, 0.071%, 1.1%, and 3.9%, respectively. Fig.
1 shows the results for the partition function and heat capacity. For comparison, WangLandau (WL) density of state algorithm [11, 12] was applied to the same system using 15
independent simulations, and the maximum relative errors of free energy, the energy, the
entropy, and the heat capacity were 0.0008%, 0.09%, 1.2%, and 4.5%, respectively. The
simulation cost of WL method was 6.1 x 106 sweeps. However, in our method, the
acceptance probabilities for metropolis energy moves can be pre-calculated to avoid
expensive exponential computation. The above simulation was finished in 10 hours on an
Intel Xeon processor (2.8GHz).
We now demonstrate the use a nonuniform weight. To focus sampling around the
transition temperature, the frequency w(/3) can be associated with the heat capacity. Since
the values of heat capacity are unknown in advance, they are updated at the end of each a
stage (to be used in the next stage). The modified method was tested on the same 256 x 256
Ising system. The frequency w{fi) at temperature /? was set as the square of the heat
capacity per spin. Sampling temperatures were uniformly distributed over the whole range
with a fixed increment AT - 0.002. The probability of choosing temperature move over
energy move was raised to 10%. The value of a was descended from 1 to VlC) xl0~9. The
simulation was kept running at each a stage until the fluctuation of temperature histogram
was lowered below 50%. The last stage was purposely extended to 5xl0 6 MC sweeps to
accumulate more statistical data. Totally, 9.8 xlO 6 sweeps were used. The relative errors of
the free energy, the energy and the heat capacity were no larger than 0.00045%, 0.055%, and
4.0%, respectively.
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Figure 1. Results for a 256x256 Ising model, (a) The partition function as a function of temperature.
The curve is shown for In Z per spin with the contribution of the ground state subtracted, (b) The heat
capacity per spin as a function of temperature. The relative errors are shown in the insets for both
panels.
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For a large temperature range, a randomly proposed temperature is easily rejected. In
this case the following temperature transition scheme is more efficient. First, the relative
probability Pt - exp(-$Zi)/Z($) at each temperature $ is calculated for the current energy
E. Next the accumulated probability for each temperature Q. = ^jT PjI ^ . Pj is also
calculated to form a series of brackets, [G,--i>G,-X * = 1>2,- • •, with QQ-0. If a uniform random
number r e [0,1] falls in the ith bracket, /?, will be chosen as the next temperature.
As an example, the Swendsen-Wang cluster algorithm [18] was used as energy move
on large LxL Ising models. To improve the efficiency, energy move and temperature move
are merged in such a way that each energy move is immediately followed by a rejection-free
temperature move. Simulations were performed on critical temperature windows estimated
by | T- Tc |~ Lv. where the critical exponent v -1 and Tc is the critical temperature. About
1 0 - 2 0 sampling temperatures were distributed in each window. Parameters and results
were listed in Table I. The efficiency of the method is clear in terms of the number of
simulation steps in reaching the desired accuracy.
Table I. Results for LxL Ising model using cluster algorithm. 71 and T+ define a temperature window.
Maximum relative error of InZ is calculated by assuming that the partition function at 71 is correct.
L

T_

T+

MC steps (106)

e(lnZ)

€(CV)

64

2.0

2.9

0.7

4.0x10^

1.6%

128

2.15

2.6

1.5

2.2 xlO -6

1.2%

256

2.2

2.4

3.0

6.0 xl0~ 7

0.9%

512

2.24

2.34

2.9

1.6 xlO"7

0.9%

1024

2.25

2.30

2.6

4.0 xlO"8

2.0%
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B. Lennard-Jones system
To illustrate the use of the volume as the sampling variable, we studied a 108-particle
Lennard-Jones system with half box truncation. The choice of volume as the sampling
variable is particularly useful in studying a system with a liquid-gas phase transition. This is
because in such a case the volume (or the density) serves as the order parameter of the phase
transition. For a fixed temperature, the liquid phase and gas phase can exist simultaneously
under a particular pressure. The phase coexistence properties can be obtained in the
following fashion. After the Helmholtz free energy F(V) is obtained, the Gibbs free energy
profile under pressure p can be derived as
Gp(V) = F(V) + pV.
The profile is related to the probability distribution of the system assuming a volume V under
the given pressure p as,
P(y)dV~exp[-j3Gp(y)]dV

Usually, the probability distribution only has one dominant peak, either at the liquid phase
with a high density or at the gas phase with a low density. At the point of phase coexistence,
however, the probability distribution develops two peaks (one at the liquid phase, the other at
the gas phase) with equal height. The two peaks correspond to two minima on the Gibbs free
energy profile, see Fig. 2. The location of the two minima gives the liquid density p+ and
the gas density p_. In this way, one can obtain the phase coexistence pressure as well as the
liquid and gas densities under a given temperature.
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Figure 2. Free energy profile under the liquid-gas coexistence pressure. The solid line gives the
Helmholtz free energy; the dashed line gives the Gibbs free energy profile under the coexistence
pressure p.

Using the above method, we performed simulations under different temperatures,
ranging T= 0.85 to T= 1.20 with an increment 0.01. To accurately determine the position of
coexistence densities, increments for sampling densities were 0.002 and 0.0005 around the
liquid and gas coexistence densities, i.e., p+ and p_ respectively, whereas the transition
region was filled by a larger increment 0.005. Typically about 300 volume sampling points
were used in a single simulation. The phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
Once simulation data from different temperatures are collect, we can use the
following relation
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p±-pe~a\Te-T\±b\Te-Tf,
(where /3 is a critical exponent fi = 0.3258 [19], not to be confused with the reciprocal
temperature) to extrapolate the critical temperature Tc and the critical density pc under the
corresponding power-law regions. The estimated critical temperature Tc and critical density
pc were 1.304 and 0.315, respectively, see Fig. 4. The results from this small system are
consistent with those from simulations on larger systems (Tc =1.3123±0.0006 and
pc = 0.3174 ±0.0006) [20].
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Figure 3. Phase diagram for the 108 LJ system. The empty circles are from simulations; the solid
line is from power-law fitting, and the estimated critical point is marked by a solid circle.
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Figure 4. Critical temperature of the Lennard Jones system.

C. Off-lattice model proteins
Since the method is based on an expanded ensemble with multiple temperatures, it
can be used to enhance sampling by overcoming energy barriers (a molecular system is often
trapped in a local configurational space under a low temperature in the presence of energy
barriers). Here we present an application in searching the ground state of a model protein,
i.e., the configuration with the lowest potential energy. The model protein studied here is the
AB off-lattice model [21-23]. The model specify polymers of only two kinds of residues A
(hydrophobic) and B (hydrophilic) with Fibonacci sequences constructed as
SQ= A,
SX=B,

Here, the '+' represent a string concatenation operation. For example, S2=S0+S1

= AB,

S3=Sl + S2= BAB, 5 4 = S2 + S3 - ABBAB,.... The common used sequences are listed in
Table II.
Table II. Sequence of AB model proteins
# of res. Sequence

s6

13

ABBABBABABBAB

Si

21

BABABBABABBABBABABBAB

Ss

34

ABBABBABABBABBABABBABABBABBABABBAB

s9

55

BABABBABABBABBABABBABABBABBABABBABBABABBABABBABBABABBAB

Two types of energy functions were proposed for this model [21-23]. In both cases
the bond length between two successive residues are fixed to unity. For the first type (model
I), the energy function is composed of two kinds of interactions [21]
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N-l

£ = ]T0.25(l + cos3) + 4 J ]
i=2

, ru

i, j , (<;'+2 V y

ry6 J,

(8)

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (8) describes a bond-bending energy, where 6i is
the bond angle formed by the three nearby residues i - 1, i, and i + 1. The second term on
the right hand side of Eq. (8) describes the van de Waals long range interaction. The
coefficient Ctj depends on the residue types (i.e., A or B) of the two involving residues, and
is equal to +1, +0.5 and -0.5 for AA, BB and AB pairs respectively. This model can be
applied to two dimensional systems as well as three dimensional systems.
The second type of energy function (model II) uses an additional energy term to
describe the contribution from torsional angles [22],
N-l

I N-2

1=2

^

N

(9)
1=2

i, j , iSj+2

Here the second term describes the torsional energy, where \f/i is the angle formed by the
bond between the i- 1th and ith residues and that between the i + 1th and i + 2th residues.
The Cy is +1 for an AA pair and +0.5 for AB and BB pairs. Generally the energy function
has no long range repulsion and therefore yields more globular structures.
Due to the complexity caused by bond constraints, molecular dynamics (MD) is a
more suitable option than Monte Carlo (MC) in this case. Here we used a constanttemperature MD to generate energy moves, with SHAKE [24] for fixing the bond lengths.
The thermostat we used here is a length-5 Nose-Hoover chain [3-5]. Since the temperature
of the system is not fixed, we used force-scaling [25] to dynamically adjust the instantaneous
temperature [13]. In force scaling, the temperature of the thermostat is fixed at To, but the
magnitude of the force is the scaled according to the actual temperature T as
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\

f = - i«L WU.
{TJ
Here the thermostat temperature T0 was set to 0.5. The scheme essentially scales the
potential energy and puts the effective temperature for the potential energy to the targeting
value T. Note, however, the scheme only guarantees a canonical distribution for the potential
part of the energy, because the kinetic energy is not scaled.
To maximize the tempering frequency, we make a trial of temperature move after
every MD step. The simulation was used to find ground states of AB protein models [21,
26]. We were able to find all known ground states [13, 22, 27, 28] as well as a few new
configurations with lower energy. Table III lists the new lowest energy values and Fig. 5
shows the corresponding configurations. For example, comparing with the recent results
from the statistical temperature method [13], in Fig. 5(a), the new ground state of the 2D
55mer has a different topology in the two inner strands; in Fig. 5(c), the new ground state of
3D 55mer (Model 1) has a more compact configuration.

Table III. Lowest energies of AB proteins with Fibonacci sequences. Results were compared with
those from the annealing contour Monte Carlo (ACMC), the energy landscape paving (ELP), the
conformational space annealing (CSA), and the statistical temperature molecular dynamics (STMD).
Protein Models

ACMC

CSA

STMD

This work

2D, 55mer, Model I

-18.7407

-18.9110

-18.9202

-19.2570

-42.438

-42.3418

-42.5789

-44.8765

3D, 34mer, Model II

-94.0431 -92.746

-97.7321

-98.3571

3D, 55mer, Model II

-154.505 -172.696

-173.9803

-178.1339

3D, 55mer, Model I

ELP
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Figure 5. The lowest-energy configurations of AB proteins, (a) 2D, 55mer, model I; (b) 3D, 34mer,
model II; (c) 3D, 55mer, model I; (d) 3D, 55mer, model II.
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IV. Application in counting solutions
The method can be used in a different context: to counting solutions of constraintsatisfaction problems. In each constraint-satisfaction problem, one has a set of constraints.
The objective is to calculate the number of ways of satisfying all the constraints.
In the following, we consider two typical problems. The first problem is the Nqueens problem, in which the constraints are to avoid the TV queens on an NxN

chessboard

to attack each other, see Fig. 6(a). The second problem is the Latin square problem, in which
the objective is to fill an L x L table using L different symbols such that in every row or
column, each number only occurs once, see Fig. 6(b).
(a)

(b)

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

6 5 4
5 4 3
4 3 2
3 2 1
3 2 1 8
2 1 8 7
1 8 7 6

7
6
5
4

8

7 6

3 2 1
2 1 8
1 8 7
8 7 6
7 6 5
6 5 4
5 4 3

5 4 3 2

Figure 6. (a) The //-queens problem (N = 8). (b) The LxL Latin square problem (L=8).

Due to their simplicity, the two problems are often used as standard benchmark tests.
Many heuristics and combinatorial methods are developed to search for one or a few of their
solutions, e.g., the minimizing conflicts algorithm [29], dynamic programming [30] and the
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iterated map method [31]. However, to count all solutions is a more challenging task. A
complete enumeration in general can only handle systems of a relatively small size (even
with the help of a computer) because the number of solutions grows exponentially with the
system size. For the iV-queens problem, the largest system size solved to date is N -25,
where there are about 2.21 xlO15 solutions according to the result of a recent enumeration
[32]. For Latin square problem, the largest system size solved to date is L = 11, where there
are about 7.77xlO47 solutions [33].
An alternative approach is to calculate the ratio between the number of solutions of
the original problem and that of a simplified problem. If we know the exact number of
solutions of the simplified problem, then the number of solutions of the original problem can
be deduced.
Following this thought, we can apply our method to counting solutions if a special
thermodynamic system can be constructed in such a way that its partition function
corresponds to the numbers of solutions of the two problems. We describe such a
construction in the following.
To connect the original problem (denoted as O) with the simpler problem (denoted as
S), we carefully choose the problem S to be a generalized version of the problem O such
that every solution of the problem O is a solution of the problem S. Here, the simpler
problem has typically fewer constraints, and hence more (but easier-to-find) solutions. We
then perform a Monte Carlo simulation in the configurational space spanned by all solutions
of the problem S to compute the ratio of solutions of O and S.
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To recognize a solution of the problem O, we use an energy function E that is
nonnegative everywhere and is zero if and only if the configuration is a solution of the
problem O, see Fig. 7. Thus we only need to count zero-energy configurations.

s
Si

s2
o
Figure 7. A schematic illustration of the method. To calculate the ratio between the number of
solutions of the original problem O (the darkest area) and that of the simplified problem S (the whole
square), a few intermediate problems 5, are introduced.

Since the numbers of solutions of O and S usually differ by many orders of
magnitude for a large system, the ratio of the two becomes too small to be computed
accurately. Therefore we need a set of intermediate problems {St}, each of which is
associated with a reciprocal temperature /?,, which weights a configuration according to its
energy E as exp(-/?.£). The weighted sum of solutions is reduced to the partition function
Z{Pt) = ^exp(-yf?,£'). Note the partition function has an interpretation of the number of
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solutions in two extreme cases: the number of solutions for the problem S corresponds to the
partition function at fi = 0, and that for the problem O is the partition function at fi —> °°,
where only zero-energy terms survive in the sum. Although several Monte Carlo methods
were previously used to infer the partition function [34-36], these methods failed to be
applied to large systems. The current method is naturally perfect for this purpose since it can
directly and efficiently calculate the partition function.

A. iV-queens problem
As the first application of the method, let us consider the iV-queens problem. The Nrooks problem can serve as the problem S, where queens function as rooks such that they can
attack each other only horizontally and vertically, but not diagonally. The problem 5 is a
trivial one: each of its solutions corresponds to a permutation of the N column indices,
because the row constraints are satisfied by placing only one rook on each row while the
column constraints are satisfied by placing rooks from different rows at different columns.
We now specify the energy function that connects the simple problem and the
original one. For each diagonals, we count the number of resident queens as Cd. The
energy of that diagonal is Ed = Cd - 1 for Cd > 0, or 0 if the diagonal is empty. The energy
of the whole system is a sum of the energy of all diagonals. A zero-energy configuration
clearly corresponds to a solution, where no diagonal contains more than one queen.
We used the energy move introduced by Sosic and Gu [37] to sample the
configurational space. In each Monte Carlo step, we randomly choose two rows and try to
swap their column indices of the queens there. Note, after a swap the horizontal and vertical
constraints are still satisfied. Thus these swaps can be used to perform sampling on the
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configurational space of the problem S. In Table IV, we listed the number of solutions for
systems of several typical sizes. The simulation time of the final run is measured by sweeps
(the number of Monte Carlo steps per queen). To date, the largest system whose exact
number of solutions is known is N = 25 [32]; in which case our relative error is only 5xl0~ 5 .
The results on small systems serve as a check of our method. There is a dispute about the
number of solution for N = 24. An alternative calculation [38] gives 226,732,487,925,864
solutions instead of the value 227,514,171,973,736 used in Table IV. Our long-time
simulation result 2.2751xl014 clearly supports the latter result. More importantly, our
method can be applied to larger systems, to which traditional counting algorithms fail to
apply due to astronomically large numbers of solutions. In the largest system, there are about
1.32xl031560 solutions for JV=10000 (in which case we used 82 temperatures from jB = 9.2 to
0 = 0). The results on large systems are shown in Fig. 8. Our linear fitting result shows that
for large systems N > 100, the number of solutions QN satisfies an empirical formula
N\IQN =0.391x2.57025",
where the maximal fitting error is less than 0.02 in this range.
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Figure 8. The numbers of solutions of the N-queens problem QN and that of the Latin square problem
SL versus the system size N (for a Latin square N = LxL). The inset shows the error of fitting the
formulas to the numerical results.
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Table IV. The numbers of solutions QN of the TV-queens problems, where N is the number of queens.
The first six significant digits of the exact results are displayed in the last column for comparison.

N

Simulation cost (sweeps)

QN

Exact value

21

4 x 101U

3.1468 x l O u

3.14666 xlO 1 1

22

5 x 1010

2.6910 x 1012

2.69101 x 1012

23

4xl0lu

2.4234 x 1013

2.42339 x 1013

24

1 x 1011

2.2751 x 1014

2.27514 x 1014

25

1 x 1011

2.2080 x 10 n

2.20789 x 101'

26

1 x 10H

2.2319 xlO 1 "

27

5 x 1010

2.3489 x 10"

28

5 x 1010

2.5645 x 1018

29

5 x 1010

2.8899 x 10ly

30

5 x 1010

3.3731 x 102U

40

2 x 10IU

8.273 x 10ai

50

2xl0,u

2.456 x 1044

100

1 x 1010

2.392 xlO 117

200

1 x 101U

2.041 x 102yj

500

1 x 101U

3.219 x 10y2y

1000

5xlOy

1.094x lO2158

2000

2xlOy

9.45 x 10 4yn

5000

lxlOy

1.46 x 10142/b

10000

IxlO9

1.32xl0 31ibU
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B. Latin square problem
We now turn to the second problem: the Latin square problem. For convenience we
choose 1,2,.. .,L as the L different symbols to fill the LxL table. To construct a problem S,
we remove the constraints for columns, i.e., we no longer require each symbol to occur once
in a column, while retaining the constraints for rows. Thus different rows act independently.
The constraints for symbols within a row being mutually different require that each row
configuration is a permutation of the L symbols. Thus there are L! different arrangements
for each individual row, and the total number of solutions of the problem S is (L!)L due to
the mutual independence of different rows.
The energy function is the following. For any two rows i and;', if they share the same
symbol on the Mi column, they contribute +1 to the total energy, i.e.,

E

= Z^*' 5 ;*)i<j,k

Here sik is the symbol at the ith row andyth column; S(a,b) is +1 if the two symbols a and b
are the same, zero otherwise; the two indices / and j enumerate over every pair of rows, k
every column. A Metropolis way of sampling the system is to randomly choose two
positions on a row, and to try to swap their symbols. Similar to the previous case, these
swaps preserves the constraints for columns within a row, thus is qualified as a sampler of
the configurational space.
However, at a low temperature, the swap becomes inefficient due to frequent
rejections. For example, at the lowest temperature (3 = 8.4 we used for the 100x100 system,
the acceptance ratio of the Metropolis algorithm is less than 0.01%. To overcome the
problem, we develop a reject-free cluster algorithm for this system and used it to generate
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configurational changes. The cluster algorithm is of the same spirit of its counterpart on the
Ising model [18]. It exploits the symmetry between any two symbols a and b, e.g., the
system energy is unchanged if we exchange the two symbols at a suitable collection of rows
(or a cluster).
A cluster is generated as the following. We first randomly choose two symbols a and
b as well as a row index /, and add this row index into the cluster as a "seed". For each row
in the cluster, we pick up the column j where the symbol sy is a, and search in other rows i
for the symbol b at the same column j , i.e., s- = b. For each row i found, we use a
probability 1 - exp(-/?) to add it into the cluster. Similarly, we pick up the column k where
sik = b, and add every other row i where sn -a to the cluster using the same probability.
This process is repeated until every row in the cluster is considered. An example of the
cluster is shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9. An example of a cluster generated from the bottom row is shown as the six marked cells.
After it is generated, the symbols '5' and '7' within the cluster are exchanged.
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The number of solutions of the Latin square problem is listed in Table V. We used
Metropolis moves for small systems, but cluster moves for large systems at low
temperatures. In this way we can access large systems, as shown in Fig. 8. The size of the
largest system is 100 by 100, in which there are over 10 i m o solutions. In this system, we
used 85 temperatures from j3 - 8.4 to j3 = 0. We attempted to fit the number of solutions
SL to the formula
ln(L! L / 1 SJ-L 2 (0.99642 + 42.3252/L-35.6031/L 2 )/(l + 48.9874/L + 149.97/L 2 ),
Here, the maximal fitting error is 0.03.
Table V. The numbers of solutions SL of the LxL Latin squares. The first six significant digits of the
exact results are displayed in the last column for comparison. We used the cluster algorithm for the
last two systems.
Size

Simulation cost (sweeps)

SL

Exact value

10x10

1U

1 x 10

9.988 x 10Jb

9.9824 x 10Jb

11x11

1 x 101U

7.773 x 1047

7.7697 x 104/

12x12

1 x 1010

3.102 x l 0 b u

13x13

1 x 101U

7.500 x 1074

14x14

1 x 101U

1.266 x l 0 y i

15x15

1 x 101U

1.728 x 10luy

16x16

5 x 1010

2.161 x 1012y

17x17

5 x 101U

2.804 x 101M

18x18

5 x 10 ,u

4.256 x 1017i

19x19

5 x 1010

8.354 x 10*"

20x20

2xl010

2.365 x \QlM

50x50

1 x 101U

5.66 x 1022i0

100 x 100

1 x 1010

1.55 xlO 11710
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C. Anomaly in the heat capacity
Besides being able to count the number of solutions, we find an interest property in
the Latin square systems. The heat capacity C of the system also shows an interesting
anomaly at a low temperature. As the system size increases, the system gradually develops
two separate maxima, see Fig. 10. The anomaly of the heat capacity is a manifestation of
highly disordered low energy landscape. The valley between the two maxima appears to
coincide with the location where the system is most "difficult". Here the difficulty can be
measured by the fraction of clusters that include all rows. This is because the system state is
essentially unchanged if we exchange two symbols everywhere. An all-row cluster also
indicates a configuration with the strongest correlation between different rows. As shown in
the inset of Fig. 10, for the 100x100 Latin square, the maximum fraction 0.06 occurs at T =
0.14, where the heat capacity hits its local minimum.
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Figure 10. Heat capacity Cy per site of Latin squares versus temperature T. The heat capacity
develops two peaks as one increases the system size. The inset shows that the valley between the two
maxima of the heat capacity for the 100 x 100 system (the solid line, the left axis) corresponds to
where the fraction of percolated clusters (the dash dot line, the right axis) reaches the maximum.
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C. Discussion
We conclude the chapter with a few remarks. Essentially, in this type of application,
the original problem O is generalized to a less-constrained problem S and its partition
function is calculated. We achieved a high sampling efficiency by using collective Monte
Carlo moves: in the JV-queens problem, the column indices of the queens are swapped rather
than altered individually; similarly, in the Latin square problem, symbols within a row are
always exchanged. These collective moves not only help to conduct an efficient sampling at
low temperatures, but also reduce the sampling space by making the problem S as close to
the problem O as possible. In the Af-queens problem, the use of the swap move reduces the
sampling space of the problem S from A7^ solutions to AH solutions, while in the Latin square
problem the sampling space is reduced from LLxL to (L!)L.
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V. Theory on convergence
As indicated in previously, our method relies on a recursive updating scheme that
constantly changes the acceptance probability as well as the distribution. Therefore it cannot
be simply classified as a regular Monte Carlo method targeting a fixed distribution.
In this chapter, we propose a simple theory to understand the convergence of the
method. Previously several theories were proposed for the Wang-Landau algorithm [39, 40].
However these theories limited themselves in the case of a small modification factor a, and
left the convergence at a large modification factor unknown. We present our analyses based
on an ensemble of identical systems. The approach not only simplifies the complicated
mathematics involved in previous studies, but also gives a more accurate prediction on the
accuracy of the updating scheme. The results also indicate the stability of the updating
scheme by showing that the errors of the estimated partition function are well bounded even
under a large modification factor.

A. Ensemble
We analyze the method using a special ensemble: a collection of identical systems
experiencing the temperature transitions as well as the updating of the partition function. To
study the convergence, we compute the evolution of the ensemble for systems sharing the
same initial condition. After the ensemble enters a stationary state, it is also possible to
calculate average quantities, which correspond to long time averages of a single system.
We first define the accuracy of the method in terms of calculating the partition
function. Consider a system of two temperatures fi and fi'. Since one can uniformly shift
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the partition function without affecting the partition function, we introduce a reduced
parameter X = [In Z(fi) - In Z(fi')] - [In Z(fi) - In Z(fi')]. In terms of X, the acceptance
probability can be written as
Acctf - fi ) = rmnjl, _ _ ^ _ ^ - e x p ( X ) |

Acc^^^.mink - f ^ > ; ^ ?
[ exp(-fiE)/Z(fi)

exp(-Z)l
J

Ideally, the factor X should be 0 after the convergence, i.e., if the estimated partition function
is converged to the actual one. However during simulation, X changes each step due to the
updating process, and therefore cannot be exactly 0. We shall use the ensemble averaged
value of X to define the accuracy of the convergence scheme.
The value X determines the relative weight of visiting the two temperatures as well
as the transition rates between them. Roughly, fi' tends to receive more visits than fi if
X>0, less visits, if X<0. If we assume that by using an ever-changing acceptance probability,
the disturbance to the Boltzmann distributions at the two temperatures is negligible, then the
overall weight of visiting fi' is exp(X) times that of visiting fi. Similarly, the rates of
mutual transitions r (from fi to fi') and r (from fi' to fi) are expected to satisfy a
detailed balance (on a coarse-grained level)
4 ^ - = exp(X).

(10)

r\X)
Particularly, r(0) - r'(0) = rQ. Although we shall not assume this condition in our general
treatment, Eq. (10) usually yields simple examples with qualitatively correct results.
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The current temperature is labeled by another variable Y, which takes +1 when the
temperature is ft, - 1 when the temperature in /?'. In this way, the pair (X,Y) furnishes a
representation of the system state.
Instead of studying the evolution of X and Y of a single system, we consider the time
evolution of the ensemble averages ( x ) and (Y). During each attempted temperature
transition, the amount of updating X is aY ,i.e., X is increased by a for a system in /?,or
decreased by a for a system in ft. Therefore,
^
dt

= *(Y),
N
'

(11)

where the time interval between two attempted temperature transitions is denoted by dt.
The probability of transition can be summarized as \[{r + r) + (r - r')Y], which becomes r
if the temperature is 0, or r if it is /T. Since a successful temperature transition changes
Y to - Y, the incremental change of (Y) during dt is
^

= -((r + r')Y)-((r-r')).

(12)

Eqs. (11) and (12) provide the basis to study the time evolution of ( x ) and (Y) , e.g.,
properties of the equilibrium state of the ensemble, and the rate of approaching the
equilibrium state. Although the exact solution is difficult to obtain, useful information can be
extracted from the mean-field approximation, especially about how fast the updating scheme
converges ( x ) from an arbitrary initial condition.
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B. Mean-field approximation
As a mean-field theory, we replace all occurrence of X and Y in Eq. (12) by their
averages x = ( x ) and y = ( F ) respectively. This substitution greatly simplifies the problem
because now the evolution of the ensemble is reduced to that of a representative system,
whose motion can be described by two variables, or a point on the plane (x, y),
dx
— =a y
dt
^ = -[r(x) +
[ dt

(13)

/(x)]y-[r(x)-r'(x)]

The fixed point of the equations (where all ensemble averages stay as constants) is located at
x = y = 0. In other words, the mean-field theory indicates that in the equilibrated ensemble,
the populations of being in the two temperatures are equal, and ( x ) is zero.
The stability of the fixed point, i.e., whether the system will eventually be attracted to
the fixed point if it starts from somewhere nearby, can be analyzed by linearly expanding
Eqs. (13) at its surroundings
dx
— -ay
dt
^ = -r0[2y + (b + b')x]
. dt
where we used the first-order expansion of the rates r(x) ~ r0 (1 + bx), r'{x) ~ r0 (1 - b'x).
The eigenvalues of the system are - r0 ± ^/r02 - a(b + b')r0 . Since both eigenvalues are
negative or have a negative real part, the fixed point is stable at its surroundings.
What happens at point far from the fixed point? The answer is that the fixed point is
still attractive and the system is drawn to the fixed point with a much higher driving force. In
other words, the updating scheme is globally stable. To see this, consider the following
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X

Liapunov function V{x,y)-R{x)

+ \ay2 (where R(x) = j[r(z)-r'(z)]

dz), which satisfies

0

dV I dt = -a(r + r)y2 < 0 everywhere y ^ 0. If at some point the system becomes unstable,
there will be a stable closed orbit, and V must not change after the system travels along the
T

orbit one period and returns to the original place. On the other hand, AV - \(dV Idt)dt is
0

negative after the integration along the orbit. The contradiction rules out the existence of any
closed orbits. It is also clear that the Liapunov function generally shrinks faster where the
absolute value of x or y is large.
We can visually study the time evolution of the ensemble by using the phase portrait,
see Fig. 11. We used r{x) = r0 exp(jc/ 2) and r'{x) = r0 e\p(-x/2),

which strictly preserves

the detailed balance condition Eq. (10) with the coefficients of the linear expansion
b-b'-\l2.

Each solid line represents a trajectory of the representative system that

evolves according to the mean-field equations Eqs. (13). The arrow indicates the direction of
time evolution. By comparison, the corresponding trajectories of an ensemble consists of
105 independent systems from the same initial condition are shown as dashed lines. It can be
seen that the mean-field equation captures major features of the ensemble evolution in this
case.
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Figure 11. Phase portraits of an ensemble-average system. The solid lines are obtained by integrating
the mean-field equations, Eqs. (13). The dashed lines represent the actual evolution of an ensemble
of 10 systems. In both cases, the transition rate are r(x) = r0 exp(x/2) and r'(x) = r0 exp(-;t/2).
(a) a = 0.03, r0 = 0.01, the trajectory is a spiral, (b) a = r0 = 0.01, the critical case.
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In Fig. 11(a), the conditions are a = 0.03 and r0 = 0.01, which represent a typical
case for (b + b')a> r0. The trajectory is a damped oscillation between the two temperatures.
Note, a typical system tends to wander to a large X region even if it start at X - 0.
Mathematically, this oscillation is due to that -^/r02 - a(b + b')r0 becomes an imaginary
number. Qualitatively, it can be understood as the following. Before a typical system
transits to the other temperature, it on average stays at a temperature l/r 0 steps, during which
the value X is updated by a I r0. If a I r0 is sufficiently larger, the amount of updating leads
to a significant driving force to repel the system from the current temperature. In this way,
the system is forced to oscillate between the two temperatures.
In Fig. 11(b), the conditions are a = 0.01 and r0 - 0.01, which represent a typical
case for (b + b')a=r0

[the behavior of the (b + b') a < r0 case is similar]. Quite different

from the previous case, the ensemble tends to collapse onto the same curve, then
monotonically approaches the fixed point, with an approaching rate
r

o ~ Vro2 ~cc{b + b')r0 « (b + b') a I rQ.

C. Series expansion
We can study the averages such as ( z ) (which represents the systematic error) and
X2\ (random fluctuation), after the ensemble enters the stationary state, or the fixed point.
The location of the fixed point obtained from the mean-field theory is inaccurate because we
replaced all averages of products, such as (x2)

and (XY), by products of averages, such as
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( x ) 2 and

(X)(Y)

. Therefore, we shall make a correction by treating \X2) and (XY) as

independent variables just as ( x ) and ( F ) in the following calculation.
We proceed under the condition a «1 and r0 «1 (however, the ratio of the two
can still be comparable with 1.0). First, we generalize Eq. (11) to an arbitrary function

f(X),

^U</'(X)K).
At the fixed point, f(X) cannot change, hence
(f\X)Y) = 0.

(14)

Since f{X) is an arbitrary function, Eq. (14) asserts that the product of Y and any function,
e.g., (-XF) or (x2Y) averages to zero in the first order approximation. Another convenient
fact is that Y2 = 1, since Y is either 1 or - 1 . Hence, Y5 = Y3 = Y, and Y6 = Y4 = 1.
Consequently, any product that involves Y can be ignored, and we only need to calculate
averages of X .
Similarly, let us consider another condition d(Y^exp(zlX')) / dt - 0, which leads to
{{r - r')exp(zlX)) = /la(exp(iX)).
By expanding both sides of the equation in Taylor series of A, and compare the coefficient
of each A", we obtain
({r-r')Xn) = na(xn-x).

(15)

These equations completely define the different moments of X . We now consider the
function S(X) = r0X l[r(X) - r'(X)], where r0 = r(0) = r'(0). This function allows us to
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calculate moments of X explicitly as r ^ X ^ ^ r - r ' ) ^ ! ) ! " " 1 ^ By expanding S(X) as
a Taylor series
S(X) =

= s0+SlX + s2X2+s3X3+---,

^

(16)

and applying (15), a set of linear equations between (X") 's can be obtained,
r0(xn) = a{(n-l)s0(sXn-2)

+ ns1(xn-l)

+ (n + V)s2(xn)

+ •••}.

(17)

If we truncating the series at s2, the leading two moments can be expressed in closed
form [this is why we choose to solve Eqs. (17) instead of Eqs. (15)]
(X) =
?Jl
N
' l + 2a(-s2)
(
2

(X ) =
%
\ ' l + 3a(-s2) v
where the ratio a =alrQ.

s0+

2a s2 ^
'l + 2a {-s2)j

(18)

If we further include s3 and assume the odd-order coefficients s1

and s3 are small, the result for ( x ) is modified as

{x).

s1 +3a*(s0s3 -s2sx)
l + 2a

(s2)

l + 3a

(s2)

(19)

For a small a*, the random fluctuation J(-^ 2 ) is proportional to -Ja , while the
average ( x ) is proportional a. This result agrees with previous analyses on the WangLandau algorithm.
For a large a, the theory gives qualitatively different behaviors. For example, we
expect that ( x ) and (-X-2) would manifest a saturation behavior at a large a, due to the fact
that s2 is usually negative (see Sec. D). It shows that the terminal value X (the error of the
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estimated In Z^) is properly bounded for a large a . Another example is that the (x) does
not increase monotonically with a ; it may even can change its sign at a particular a*, if
s0(s3/s1)-s2<0.

This behavior can be seen from an example in Sec. E.

D. Properties of the transition rates
We now briefly discuss the meaning of the transition rates r(X) and r\X).

The rate

r0 represents the average rate of commuting between the two temperatures /? and /3'. Note
r0 is not equal to the acceptance ratio of temperature transitions (or the averaged acceptance
probability for temperature transitions). This is because the acceptance ratio only counts the
fraction of states that are capable of making a temperature transition, but it does not take into
account the time of travelling between different parts of the energy distribution at a fixed
temperature. Accordingly, r0 is usually smaller than the acceptance ratio.
The series coefficients s0, st, s2, on the other hand, determines the dependence on
X . Generally we expect that a positive X significantly boosts the magnitude of r(X),
while a negative X increases that of r'(X).

The purpose of the updating scheme is to

exploit a faster transition rate at a large | X \. If the detailed balance condition Eq. (10) is
strictly satisfied, s0 must be unity. The coefficients sx and s3 represents an asymmetrical
difference between the rates r(X) and r'{-X).
the function r{X)-r\X)

This can be easily seen: if r{X) -

is an odd function, and r0X /[r(X)-r'(X)]

thus the odd order terms in the Taylor-expansion vanish.

r\-X),

is an even function;
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By contrast, the coefficient s2 is usually negative for a sufficiently large temperature
difference between j3 and /3'. This is because transition probabilities from j3 to /?' are
expected to increase dramatically at a positive X, while transitions in the reverse direction
are largely enhanced at a negative X. In mathematical terms, we have a) r-r
the same sign with X; b) the magnitude | r-r'\

should share

generally increases with | X \. Thus we

expect that the third order coefficient of the Taylor expansion of r{X) - /(X)

is strongly

positive, which in turn leads to a negative coefficient s2. For example if we assume the
detailed balance condition Eq. (10) is strictly preserved, and the transition rates are perfectly
symmetrical (i.e., sl = s3 = 0), then S(x) = (.x/2)/sinh(x/2) ~l-x2/24,

where s2 - - 1 / 2 4 .

E. Numerical verification
We now test the above theory on the 32x32 Ising model. We used two pairs of
temperatures that manifest different behaviors. The first pair of temperatures are T = 2.5
and T = 3.0 ; the second T -1.7 and T = 2.0. The frequency of attempting temperature
transitions is once every ten configurational sampling steps. In Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b), we
show ( x ) and \X2) versus a , respectively. For each temperature pair, we applied Eq. (19)
and Eq. (18) to simultaneously fit the results of ( x ) and (x2\

(solid lines) using four

independent parameters: s01 r0 = 7.6xlO 3 , sj r0 - 430, s2/r0= -106, s3/r0 - -9.6 for the
first pair, and s01 r0 = 3xl0 3 , sl/>0 = -290, s2/r0= - 6 2 , s3 / r0 = 4.8 for the second. Note,
according to Eq. (16), one can only (and one only needs to) determine the ratios between s,'s
and ro, rather than their absolute values. If the detailed balance condition Eq. (10) is assumed
to be correct, then s0 = 1. A good agreement can be seen in Fig. 12. It is also obvious that
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previous theories failed to apply for a moderately large a (dashed line). Particularly, as one
can see from Fig. 12(a), the average (x) changes the sign from positive to negative in the
first case, while it does not in the second case. This is because, in the first case, the quantity
s0(s31 sx) - s2 is negative, while it becomes positive in the second case. In Fig. 12(b) we
also observe a saturation of ( Z 2 \ at a large a. A slight difference between our predictions
and simulation results at a very large a is due to that Eq. (19) and Eq. (18) are simplified
formulas under the assumption that s1 and s3 are small compared with s2. This is however
not entirely true in our testing cases. Despite this discrepancy, our theory successfully
captures large- a behaviors that are unreachable from previous theories.

F. Optimal arrangement of a stages
According to Eqs. (18) and (19), the terminal errors of estimated partition function
generally decrease with the modification factor a . Therefore it is necessary to eventually
use a small a to obtain a good final accuracy. However, the updating is inefficient with a
small a , due to that the rate of approaching the fixed point is proportional to a (as predicted
by the mean-field theory). Thus the total number of steps needed to overcome an initial error
e is proportional £ la . If the initial error is large, it is inefficient to start with a small a.
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Figure 12. (a): < X > (the systematic error) versus the modification factor a; the logarithmic scale is
used in the a-axis. (b): < X2 > (the random fluctuation) versus a, the logarithmic scale is used in the
both axes. Predictions from our theory (solid lines) and previous theories (dashed lines) are also
shown.
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A better way is to start with a large updating factor and to decrease it gradually to
improve the estimate of the partition function. More specifically, we split the total amount of
simulation time to several stages, each of which has a fixed updating factor an. The error is
reduced to a relatively small level in larger an stages, and less simulation time is needed for
later stages, where an is smaller.
We now discuss the optimal arrangement of these stages that gives the minimal time
of reaching the final stage afm , which corresponds to a desired final accuracy. In the
following, we assume that the random fluctuation is much larger than the systematic error,
i.e., Mx2)

»(x),

and thus the contribution from systematic error is ignored.

Let us consider the characteristic time for X to reduce a typical error at the end of
the previous stage n - 1 . The typical error en_x from the previous stage, measured from
•J\X2),

is roughly proportional to ^jccn_l according to Eqs. (18). The minimal simulation

time for stage n, should be proportional to ^ccn_x I an. The total time for all stages is given
by the sum ^•yjan_l lan . By minimizing this quantity with respect to each an, we obtain a
n

recursion relation,

The general solution to this recursion relation is an - c 0 (l/4)" exp(-Cj 12"), where c0 and
q are two constants. The second factor decays exponentially and is unimportant for the last
few stages. The stable solution thus is a geometric series,
an=an_J4.

(20)
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Note, the optimal solution gives a larger decrement factor 4 than the previously suggested
values.
According to Eq. (20), the simulation time spent on stage n is proportional to \l-\cxn •
We used this criterion previously by the fixing the simulation time of each an stage as
Tn=C/y[a~n.

(21)

An alternative criterion is to stop an an stage when the fluctuation of the temperature
histogram (the number of visits to sampling temperatures) goes below certain cutoff
percentage. This approach however tends to prematurely stops a stage and thus produces a
larger error. The reason is that in the last few stages, the histogram is flattened faster than the
partition function converges, i.e., the histogram can be sufficiently flat even if the partition
function still contains a much larger error than its stationary value.
The difference of the two criteria can be seen in Fig. 13. In the numerical example on
the 32x32 Ising model, we used two temperatures T = 1.7 and T = 2.0. We started with
ax =1.0 and descend down to au = (1/4)13 = 1.5xl0~8. In Fig. 13(a), we show the error of
the estimated partition function at the end of stage n versus an. In Fig. 13(b), we show the
number of steps of spend on stage n (measured by Monte Carlo steps per spin) versus an.
Results of fixing the simulation time of each an stage are represented by solid symbols,
while those of using histogram flatness as the stopping criterion are represented by empty
symbols. The results are averaged over a thousand independent simulations. In both cases,
the average numbers of steps spent on different an stages satisfy Eq. (21). It is clearly seen
that using fix simulation time for an each stage produces less terminal error than stopping a
stage according to the histogram flatness, even by using less simulation steps. For example,
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using 5% histogram flatness as stopping criterion, the terminal error of the last stage is 0.20,
while the simulation steps used on the last stage is 7xl0 4 sweeps. On the other hand, by
fixing simulation time by 1/\[oc^ sweeps, the terminal error is only 0.12, and the simulation
steps spent on the last stage are 8xl0 3 sweeps, which is less than that of using histogram
flatness by an order of magnitude. Even if we increase the simulation time to 5 / ^[c^
sweeps (which increases the simulation time on the last stage to 4xl0 4 sweeps), the terminal
error is reduced to 0.037, which is less than one fifth of that of using 5% histogram flatness.
However, when the modification factor a is small, a longer time scale, the one for
configurational sampling, should be considered. Thus the number of steps to overcome an
error e would be larger than the predicted value. At a very small a, the relation between
the error and the simulation steps should scale as e ~ \l4t,

as the scale of configurational

sampling dominates. According to Eqs. (18), e ~ 4cc, we thus conclude that a -lit.

This

result agrees with a recent suggestion for the terminal correction for the recursion, where the
modification factor is modified in each step according to a = C/t (C is a constant)
disregarding the flatness of the histogram [41-44].
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VI. Comparison with the replica exchange method
One advantage of the method is its ability of enhancing sampling in the
configurational space. In this aspect, the method bears some resemblance to a popular
method, the replica exchange [45-48] method. In both methods, we simultaneously sample a
system at different temperatures (for simplicity, we mainly discuss the case where the
variable of simulation is the temperature). The advantage of employing multiple
temperatures in a single simulation is that the system can overcome the problem of broken
ergodicity. In a regular simulation, the system is likely trapped in local configurational space
if the simulation is performed only at a low temperature. In the tempering methods, the
system can frequently visit higher temperatures where the sampling is ergodic and go back to
lower temperatures with a very different configuration. Thus both methods are useful in
accelerating samplings at low temperatures and improving the statistics there.
For our method, we restrict ourselves to the case where the simulation is almost
converged. Thus the enhancement in configurational space sampling due to a finite
modification factor a is not included here. In such a case, our method is reduced to the
simulated tempering [49, 50] with a set of optimal weighting factors. The numbers of visits
to different temperatures are equal for a sufficiently long trajectory.
In replica exchange, also known as parallel tempering, independent simulations
(replicas) at different temperatures are run simultaneously. Two replicas can randomly
exchange their temperatures according to certain acceptance rule, which preserves the
Boltzmann distribution at each temperature. In this way, the frequencies of visiting different
temperatures are always the same.
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The performance of the two methods was studied by many authors [51-65] focusing
on different aspects. Particularly, Park found that the simulated tempering offers a larger
acceptance ratio for temperature transitions than replica exchange [62]. Sindhikara et al.
found that the sampling efficiency increases as one increases the frequency of attempting
exchanges in replica exchange [64].
Here we focus on a measure of tempering efficiency based on the rate of traversing
the expanded energy space, which allows us to systematically study the effects of
temperature spacing and tempering frequency. We shall demonstrate that a temperature
transition is generally more efficient than a temperature exchange under the same conditions.
We first review the acceptance probabilities of simulated tempering and replica
exchange. Next, through the autocorrelation function, we define the tempering efficiency,
according to which the two tempering methods are compared.

A. Acceptance probabilities in simulated tempering and replica exchange
Here we give details on the calculation of the acceptance ratios of simulated
tempering and replica exchange. Without loss of generality, we assume that the pair of
reciprocal temperatures denoted by /3 and ft satisfy /? > jB'.
In simulated tempering, several sampling temperatures are defined before simulation.
Temperature transitions are randomly proposed to change the system temperature from the
current value to another one. The probability of accepting a proposed temperature transition
from J3 to P is

Acc^/J^-mmjl, ^

^

.

^

^

}•

(22)
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where E is the current potential energy (we shall drop the term "potential" in the following
discussion for convenience); Z(fi) and Z(/?') are the values of the partition function at
temperatures fi and (f, respectively; w{(3) and w(/0 are the weights of visiting
temperatures /? and /?', respectively. Accordingly, the equilibrium weight of an individual
configuration being at /3 is w(/3)exp(-/3E)/Z(/3);

after summing over all configurations,

the total weight of visiting /3 is w(j3). The use of the partition function ensures that each
sampling temperature is visited by the appropriate weight. In the following, we assume that
all w(/3) 's are the same unless the otherwise is specified.
In replica exchange, the acceptance probability for an attempted exchange between
two replicas with temperatures fi and ft (/?>/T) is
kccm{P,E;P,,E')

= min{l,exp[(/?- /T)(E - E')}},

(23)

where E and E' are the energy of replicas at temperatures /? and (5', respectively.
An important measure is the averaged acceptance probability, or the acceptance ratio.
It can be calculated in both cases under the Gaussian approximation, where the constant
temperature energy distribution Pp{E) is approximated as a Gaussian distribution. Such an
approximation is a result of the second order expansion of the entropy, or the logarithm of
the density of states: S(E)/kB = lng(£') ~ -\aE2 + bE + c; the density of states g(E) is
related to the energy distribution as pp{E) <*= g(E)exp(-fiE).

The calculated acceptance

ratios are
AR S T 05->^) = erfc [ - * _ \ft-fi
2-yza

|],

A R M ( / ^ / n =erfc[^=|/?-/nL

(24)

(25)
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for simulated tempering [53, 58] and replica exchange [51], respectively. Here,
erfc(jc) = —7= J exp(-jc2) dx is the complementary error function. The relation between the
<n

x

two can be expressed as:
erfc-1 (ARRE) = V2 erfc_1(ARST),

(26)

which indicates a larger acceptance ratio provided by simulated tempering than by replica
exchange. Note the Gaussian approximation is only correct for large systems. For a small
system, however, we have to include higher order terms, such as E3 and EA, in the
expansion of the entropy in the energy range of interest, and thus the energy distribution is no
longer a Gaussian [51]. In such a case, the relation between the two acceptance ratios can
deviate from the prediction of Eq. (5).
The above results can be generalized to tempering along several "temperatures"
b = {/?,} instead of one. The partition function of such a generalized canonical ensemble is
Z = 2jexp(-b • E), where the vector E = {£,} contains energy terms Ei, 's correspond to
different Jd,'s. The acceptance ratios of simulated tempering and replica exchange become:
(

ARST = erfc

ARRE

= erfc

:

i

VAb A'Ab

,

\

2A/2

VAb-A-'Ab]

where Ab = b - b', and A is the curvature matrix of the entropy, i.e.,
S(E)/kB =--|E-AE+.... A detailed derivation can be found from Appendix A.
An example of the generalized tempering is that along the pressure instead of the
temperature, where vector E contains the energy and volume, and b the temperature and
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pressure. Another example is the tempering along the volume (or the density) of a LennardJones system, whose partition function written in the reduced coordinates s = r M/V is:
ZpotOO s <\IVN)\drN cxV[-j3U(rN)] = $dsN

txV[-/3U(sN;V)],

where N is the number of particles, V the volume; the contribution from the ideal gas part is
removed. The potential between a particle pair, / and j , with a separation stj is
U(s0;V) = (l/y 4 )(l/4 2 ) - (l/V 2 )(l/4)• The repulsive and the attractive energy parts can be
collected independently over all particle pairs to form two energy terms
E = £T. 1/s* 2 ,^. .I/** j ; the corresponding "temperatures" are given by
b = {l/V\ 1/V2}.
We tested the validity of Eq. (5) on three different systems. The first system is a
32 x 32 Ising model with two temperatures. The coupling constant is unity. The first
temperature is T = 3.0. Different choices of the second temperature from 3.05 to 3.70 were
used to cover a wide range of acceptance ratios. The second testing system is a 108-particle
Lennard-Jones system. The density of the system is 0.3. The first temperature is T = 2.0,
and the second temperature ranges from T= 1.0 to 1.9. The third case is the multiple-volume
tempering on a 108-particle Lennard-Jones system, where the first density is p-0.35,

while

the other varies from p = 0.3 to p = 0.345. The temperature is fixed at T = 3.0. In all cases,
we used the single particle Metropolis algorithm to generate configurational changes. The
results of the three simulations, and the prediction from the Gaussian model Eq. (26), are
plotted in Fig. 14. A good agreement between the two confirms the validity of the Gaussian
model in calculating acceptance ratios. Note there is generally a significant difference
between the two acceptance ratios. For example, at the point where the acceptance ratio of
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simulated tempering is 15%, that of replica exchange is about 4%. Generally the difference
is more prominent as one increases the spacing between the two temperatures (or densities).
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Figure 14. The acceptance ratio of simulated tempering (ST) versus that of replica exchange (RE).
Results from the multiple-temperature simulations on the Ising model (squares), multiple-temperature
and multiple-volume simulations on a Lennard-Jones system (solid circles and triangles respectively),
as well as prediction from the Gaussian approximation (solid line) are shown.
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B. Efficiency of crossing energy barriers
In this section, we compare the efficiency in terms of configurational space sampling.
This aspect is not covered by the acceptance ratio and is most easily formulated using a
transition matrix.

Transition matrix

An accurate measure of tempering efficiency can be established from a transition
matrix and its correlation functions. Each step of a Monte Carlo simulation can be viewed as
an implementation of a discrete-time master equation. If, at step t, the probability of the
system to be in state ra (ra = 1,2,.. .,M) is given by the rath component of an Mdimensional vector p(t) = {pm(i)}, then the probability vector at the next step t +1 is given
by
p(f + l) = Ap(0,
where A is the transition matrix. The largest eigenvector of the transition matrix represents
the equilibrium distribution and its eigenvalue is ^ = 1.0 [2]. The other eigenvectors
represent directions of fluctuation modes. Starting from an initial distribution p(0), the
distribution at time t is p(?) = A'p(0). Then the autocorrelation function for p(0) is defined
as
C(0 = P(0)-[p(0"P(~)],

(27)

where the contribution from the final distribution p(°o) is removed to make C(°°) = 0. Since
the vector p(0) can be decomposed to a linear combination of eigenvectors vm 's of the
M

transition matrix as p(0) = 2Jykvk, the autocorrelation function must adopt the form
k=i
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M

M

C{t) = ^ckXk -^ckexp(-t/tk),

where \ltk = - l o g ( ^ ) ~ l - \ represents the decay rate of

the &th fluctuation mode.
Among all fluctuation modes, the second or the slowest mode usually dominates the
correlation function of interest, and hence is most important. As long as the mode is
retained, it is convenient to define states on a coarse-grained level to eliminate irrelevant
fluctuation modes and to simplify calculations.

Random walk in the configurational space
The main purpose of tempering is to enhance low-temperature sampling by helping
the system to overcome high energy barriers. With the help of high temperatures, the system
at a low temperature can readily switch between different energy wells. The tempering
process therefore can be modeled as a combination of a well-switching process at high
temperatures and a tempering process that delivers the system between the highest and the
lowest temperatures.
In simulated tempering, a system state can be labeled by the current configuration and
the temperature. In replica exchange, such a labeling applies to each individual replica,
whose temperature is changed through exchanges with other replicas (however, the
configuration of a replica or its energy remains unchanged during an exchange). In this way,
each replica acts like a system in simulated tempering; the only difference is that now the
acceptance probability of changing the temperature depends on the energy of another replica
(not the partition function), as indicated in Eq. (23).
Consider tempering on a double well system with a low temperature /3 and a high
temperature ft (/?> /?)• The system state can be categorized into four cases for the system
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being at: a) temperature fi and well 1, b) temperature f3 and well 1, c) temperature ff and
well 2, d) temperature j3 and well 2. In each Monte Carlo step at the high temperature ft,
the system can switch between wells with a probability p (the probability of well-switching
at the low temperature is ignored). The transition probability between the two temperatures
is P. The transition matrix is:
1-P
P
0
, 0

P
l-P-p
p
0

0
p
l-P-p
P

0
0
P
l-Pj

The decay rate of the second largest eigenvalue is:
l/r 2 «1-Aj = p + P-^P2+p2

.

This rate represents how fast the system moves in the temperature-energy space, and
serves as the measure of tempering efficiency. Although derived from the two-temperature
case, the model can be approximately used where more than two temperatures are involved.
In such a case, /3 and ft are interpreted as the lowest and the highest temperature,
respectively, and the well-switching process at a temperature other than f? is ignored.
Since the well switching rate p at ft is completely determined by details of the
configurational sampling algorithm (e.g., MC or MD), the dependence on temperature
transitions can only rest on P, the rate of delivering states between the highest and the lowest
temperatures. A tempering method is more efficient if it more frequently shuttles the system
state between the energy region of the highest temperature and that of the lowest.
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Efficiency of traversing the energy space
In the case of simulated tempering, consider tempering between two temperatures P
and P'. We divide the energy distribution at ft into two exclusive parts: an overlapping
region with the energy distribution at p and the rest, see Fig. 15. A temperature transition
from P to p is possible if and only if the system resides in the overlapping region. In other
words, the overlapping region separates states that are capable of making a temperature
transition from those are not. Accordingly, the acceptance ratio ARST equals to the
probability of being in the overlapping region (or the fraction of states that are ready to make
a transition). We use r to denote the transition rate from the overlapping region to the rest
part, and r that in the reverse direction during constant-temperature sampling at /?. The
detailed balance condition between the two parts imposes a relation between r and r:
ARST r = (1 - ARST) r, or
-J_-AR
r+ r
The corresponding division can be made on the energy distribution at p. For the sake of
simplicity, we assume that r and r in p take the same values as those in the P case.

Energy, E
Figure 15. Model of tempering. A temperature transition is possible only when the system enters the
overlapping region (shaded area). Configurational sampling randomly delivers the system into (r) or
out of {r1) the overlapping region.

The above divisions yield four coarse-grained states: a) being at J3 but not in the
overlapping region, b) being at /3 and in the overlapping region, c) being at f? and in the
overlapping region, d) being at P but not in the overlapping region. While constant
temperature sampling transfers the system between a) and b), or c) and d), temperature
transitions transfer the system between b) and c). The transition matrix is:
\—r
r

r
l-r-f
f

,

f
l-r'-f
r

r '
1-r)
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where / is the frequency of attempting temperature transitions. The decay rate of the
second largest eigenvalue is
l/r 2 = \ | 2 / + r + / - V ( r + r'f + 4f(r-r)

+ 4/2]

(28)

For frequent tempering limit, / » r,r, it becomes r; for infrequent tempering limit,
/ « r,r, l/r 2 is reduced to 2rf/(r+ r) = 2ARST / .
In the case of replica exchange, we first assume that a temperature exchange is
possible if and only if both replicas, I and II, reside in an overlapping region of the two
energy distributions. It is because, if either replica leaves the overlapping region, a large
energy difference between the two replicas will effectively inhibit the exchange through the
acceptance probability Eq. (23). Due to the difference of the acceptance probabilities, the
overlapping region here can take a different shape from that in simulated tempering. We
now classify states of the system into two categories. In the first category, replica I is at
temperature j3 and II at /T; in the second, I at /?' and II at /?. Each category contains three
states: neither replica, only one replica, or both replicas being in the overlapping region.
Similar to the case of simulated tempering, the rates of moving into or out of the overlapping
region are denoted by r and r respectively, but they assume slight different values from
their counterparts in simulated tempering. The two rates relate to the acceptance ratio as:

V

(
-r-A

=AR R E .

\r+r J
Assuming both r and r are small, the transition matrix is:
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(l-2r
2r

r
\-r-r
r

2/
1-2/-/
/

/
1-2/-/
2/

1-r-/
/

2r
l-2r,

The decay rate of the second largest eigenvalue is approximately,
\lr2~BIA-^{BIAf-CIA,

(29)

2f
3r+r
4fr2
where A = l +
——, B = Ur+r+
- / ) , and C = — - — - . It is reduced to
3
3(r+/)
r+/
3(r+/)
r
[3r + / - ^r2 + r'2 + 6rr] in the frequent tempering limit, or 2
; / = 2ARJJJ, / in the
vr+ry
infrequent tempering limit.
In both simulated tempering and replica exchange, the decay rate is proportional to
the acceptance ratio in the limit of infrequent tempering; hence simulated tempering is
superior over replica exchange because it offers a larger acceptance ratio. This conclusion
remains true even in the frequent tempering limit. This can be seen by assuming that the rate
r takes a similar value in the two tempering methods and then making an algebraic
comparison between the corresponding decay rates. A significant difference can be seen as
we separate the two energy distributions far apart. This leads to a small overlapping region,
and r«r.

Consequently, the ratio of the decay rate in replica exchange and that in

simulated tempering becomes 2rl{r'+ 3r), which is much less than 1.
To test this model, a numerical comparison was done on the 32 x 32 Ising model with
two temperatures. The first was fixed at T = 1.1 while the second was variable. As before,
the setup allowed us to compare the two methods at different temperature separations. Since
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the eigenvalue 2^ corresponds to the slowest mode in the energy space, it can be measured
from the slowest mode of the energy autocorrelation function,
CE(t) = ((E(t)- E) • (E(t + t) - E)), where E = [E(jS) + £(/T)]/2 is the average energy at
the two temperatures. Particularly we focused on the frequent tempering limit where the
tempering frequency / is fixed at 1.0 (in the infrequent tempering limit we only need to
compare the acceptance ratio directly). In Fig. 16, we show the decay rate 1/72 = 1-/12 as a
function of the temperature separation. Simulated tempering invariably gives a larger decay
rate (or a shorter correlation time) than replica exchange. The difference between the two
methods is small when the two temperatures are close. With the increase of the separation,
the advantage of simulated tempering over replica exchange also becomes apparent, e.g., at
the rightmost point, the ratio of the two decay rates is larger than 10.
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Figure 16. The rate of energy space traversing 1/T2 (measured from the slowest mode energy
correlation function) versus the temperature separation A ft for simulated tempering (ST) and replica
exchange (RE). The ratio of the two rates is shown in the inset.
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Next, we fixed the second temperature T = 2.0, but varied the tempering frequency
/ from 2xlCT5 to 1.0. The acceptance ratios are 6.65% for simulated tempering and 1.03%
for replica exchange, respectively. In the frequent tempering limit, the decay rate saturates to
5.8 xlO -5 for simulated tempering, and to 1.7 xl0~5 for replica exchange. The rates r and r
can be deduced from the acceptance ratio and the saturated decay rate, and then used in
calculating model predictions from Eq. (28) and Eq. (29). A good agreement between the
simulation results and the model prediction from can be seen in Fig. 17(a). It is also evident
that simulated tempering gives a larger decay rate than replica exchange for any given
tempering frequency / .
A numerical comparison with multiple temperatures was performed on the same Ising
model. Seven temperatures were used, T= 1.5, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6. The transition
temperature is about 2.27. The results are shown in Fig. 17(b), where we also used
R(f) = RJ/(f

+ f0),

(30)

to fit the curves. Here, the parameter R0 is the saturated (maximal) decay rate, and /„ is the
tempering frequency where the rate drops to half of its maximal value. A good fitting can be
seen in both simulated tempering and replica exchange. This is because Eq. (30) is the
simplest form that captures the essential features of frequency dependence (for both
simulated tempering and replica exchange), that is, a linear dependence in the low frequency
limit, and a saturation behavior in the high frequency limit. Note, Eq. (30) can also be
treated as a good approximation for the results of the two-temperature case: Eq. (28) is
approximately rf/[f + (r + r')/2], while Eq. (29) is roughly C/(2B) with Cproportional t o /
and B linear t o / We thus expect that Eq. (30) can be used to approximate the multiple
temperature case as well. From Fig. 17(b), it can be seen that simulated tempering once
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again outperforms replica exchange at any given frequency. Note we used a small separation
between neighboring temperature pairs to reduce the difference of the decay rates in the high
frequency limit. However, as the frequency is lowered, the difference between the two
methods still grows significantly. At the saturated frequency / = 1, the decay rate of
simulated tempering is about 1.5 times that of replica exchange. At / = 1CT4, the ratio of the
two rises to about 10.

System with a transition temperature
Many systems possess a transition temperature that separates the system between
disordered states at high temperatures and ordered states at low temperatures. The energy
distribution at the transition temperature becomes a bottleneck region for traversing the
energy space. The tempering efficiency can be improved by focusing sampling around the
transition temperature to enhance the bridge between the high energy (disordered) states and
the low energy (ordered) states.
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Figure 17. The rate of energy space traversing 1/T2 versus the frequency/of attempting temperature
transitions in simulated tempering (ST) and replica exchange (RE), (a) The two-temperature case.
The predictions from Eq. (28) and Eq. (29) are also shown in solid line and dashed line, respectively,
(b) The multiple-temperature case. The lines are from the prediction of Eq. (30).
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In simulated tempering, we can simply adjust the acceptance probability Eq. (22) by
raising the weight w(j3) of the transition temperature. The effect of adjusting the weight at
the transition temperature can be shown on the 32x32 Ising model. We used the seventemperature set, T= 1.5, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6. The integrated correlation time (obtained
from integrating the normalized autocorrelation function from zero to infinity) at the
sampling temperatures are shown in the inset of Fig. 18, where the peak is reached around
the transition temperature Tc ~ 2.3. In Fig. 18, we compared the energy correlation functions
in cases where the relative weight of visiting temperature T = 2.3 was adjusted to 1.0, 5.0,
10.0 or 20.0, while the weights of other temperatures were kept at 1.0 (the tempering
frequency was / = 1 in all the cases). The correlation time was significantly reduced with
the increase of the weight, e.g., its value at w = 20.0 was less than one third of that at
w -1.0.

As a control, we also increased the weight of another sampling temperature T= 1.8

to 20.0 while keeping the weights to other temperatures (including T- 2.3) unity. From Fig.
18, it is evident that it failed to shorten the correlation time. This indicates that the tempering
efficiency can be significantly improved only if the weight at the transition temperature is
increased.
In replica exchange, it is also possible to the increase the weight to the transition
temperature by adding additional replicas there. However, it is usually inconvenient if
replicas are distributed in different computer nodes. In the above case, one has to use 19
additional replicas to reach the weight w = 20.0. Further, the efficiency can be compromised
if an implementation is unable to afford a frequent communication between computer nodes.
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Figure 18. The energy autocorrelation functions under different weights to the transition temperature.
The relative weight to the transition temperature T= 2.3 is changed to different values. By
comparison, the result of increasing the relative weight to another sampling temperature T= 1.8 is
also shown. The energy autocorrelation time under single-temperature (Metropolis) sampling is
shown in the inset; the peak is reached around the phase-transition temperature T~ 2.3.

A possible side-effect of raising the weight of the transition temperature is that
temperatures other than the transition temperature may receive fewer visits, and thus reduce
the total amount of statistics there. However, in a system that manifests a phase transition, it
usually takes a long time for the system to switch between different local wells even in the
presence of tempering. Thus if we expect that the system can accumulate sufficient statistics
in a local well before it transits to another well, such a side-effect is negligible.
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C. Discussions
We compared the tempering efficiency between simulated tempering and replica
exchange. Simulated tempering consistently gives a higher rate of delivering the system
between high temperature states and low temperature states as well as a higher rate of
traversing the energy space. The difference is especially eminent if the energy distributions
of neighboring temperatures are well separated, or/and if the tempering frequency is low.
The fundamental feature that makes replica exchange less efficient than simulated tempering
is that in replica exchange a successful temperature exchange requires two replicas to be
simultaneously in their common energy space, while in simulated tempering a temperature
transition can happen whenever the system falls in the region. Besides, it is usually easier for
simulated tempering to adopt higher tempering frequency. This is because, in replica
exchange, a high tempering frequency requires heavy cost of computer node communication.
In addition, simulated tempering is able to concentrate simulation effort on the "bottleneck"
temperature to reach the maximal efficiency without adding additional replicas.
In the above discussion, we assumed that the partition function used in simulated
tempering is exact. But in reality we usually use an approximated partition function for
sampling parameters. In this case, what changes is that each temperature may not receive
exactly equal number of visits. To see this, let us assume that the sampling parameter we
used is Z(/?)exp[£(/?)] instead of Z{(3), where e(J3) represents the error for the sampling
temperature ft. From Eq. (22), it is clear that using this set of parameters is equivalent to
using the exact partition function but with a non-uniform weighting factor
w(j3) - exp[-£(/?)]. However, the Boltzmann distribution of each individual sampling
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temperature is still preserved and thus quantities calculated from each temperature contain no
systematic error after equilibration.
However, a sufficiently accurate partition function (e.g., | e(/3) |< 0.5) is still needed
for an efficient simulation. Otherwise some temperatures can absorb most of the sampling
weights from the rest temperatures, which in turn leads to a slower rate of traversing the
energy space (with the exception mentioned above where the focused temperature is the
transition temperature). For a large and realistic system such as a protein, to obtain an
accurate partition function is nontrivial, especially for low temperatures where the partition
function is dominated by the ground state. In such systems, the technique of using an
updating factor to gradually converge the partition function is particularly helpful, because
the partition function obtained in this way can properly reflect the contribution from low
energy states which are usually found in a late stage of simulation. Accordingly we also
believe that the updating of the partition function should be used until the system is properly
equilibrated.
There are concerns in literature that a high frequency may actually compromise the
tempering efficiency in replica exchange [65]. This effect is not observed in our model and
numerical results. Our results shows that the tempering efficiency (measured by the decay
rate of traversing energy space) increases monotonically with the frequency of attempting
temperature transitions/exchanges, although it encounters a saturation and the pace of
increase slows down significantly when the frequency grows to be comparable with the
reciprocal of the autocorrelation time of the energy. The efficiency drop may due to cost
from communications between different replicas or other reasons that escaped our calculation.
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Appendix A. Computing the acceptance ratios
Consider a generalized canonical ensemble. Suppose there are N extensive quantities
of a multi-particle system, E-{EVE2,---,EN},

that can be expressed as functions of a

microscopic configuration. In a local E region under concern, the logarithm of the density of
states, i.e., the entropy, can be expanded as a hyper-parabola.
l n g ( E ) - - | E - A E + B-E + C.
Here the symmetrical matrix A is positive-definite due to the extensive nature of E . A
general canonical ensemble is characterized by a couple of thermodynamic quantities
h = {/3v/32,---,j3N} conjugated to E. Under the Gaussian approximation, the partition
function for the generalized canonical ensemble is readily calculated,
Z(P)= Jg(E)exp(-b-E)dE = J ^ P e x p [ C + | ( B - b ) - A - 1 ( B - b ) ] .
To compute the acceptance ratio of the replica exchange method, one needs to
perform a double integral over E and E'
AR RE (b,b')= )^Ep b (E))rfE> b ,(E / )Acc RE (b,E;b',E').
It is convenient to introduce a change of variables: E = (E + E') / 2 and AE = E - E ' . The
integral over E can be immediately separated and it yields a constant independent of b and
b ' . The rest part of the integral is proportional to
Jexp(-\ AE • A AE - \ Ab • AE - \ Ab • A -1 Ab) min{l, exp(Ab • AE)}d(AE),
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where Ab = b - b ' . Since A is symmetrical and positive-definite, there exists a matrix T, that
decomposes A as A = T T r , where TT is the transpose matrix of T. By introducing
(SE = jTT AE and Sb = T"1 J b , the above formula is simplified as
Jexp(-|£E + ±Sb\2) minjl, exp(2<Sb • SE)}d(SE).
Evaluated for Sb • <5E > 0 and fotSb • SE < 0 separately, the integral becomes
constant x erfc (| Sb | / 2). The constant before the complementary error function must be one
in order to make the acceptance ratio unity under the special case Sb = 0. The final result
for the acceptance ratio of replica exchange is

AR,^ = erfc

T-'zfb

^Ab-A-'Ab

:erfc
J

v

The acceptance ratio of simulated tempering can be calculated in a similar fashion
ARST (b -> b') = §dEpb (E)AccST (b -» b'; E ) .
Under a shift of origin E —> E + A -1 [B - (b + b') / 2], the acceptance probability is simplified
as min{l, exp(Ab • E)}. By specializing in the two cases Ab • E > 0 and Ab • E < 0, the
integral is readily evaluated and the acceptance ratio of simulated tempering is
>
T-'Jb \

ARST = erfc

2V2

;erfc

Vjb-A-'zlb

2V2
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